
a) BOOKSTORE PLACEMENT: DartFrog will place one copy of author’s book in a 
specially branded “DartFrog Approved” space in a minimum of 20 independent 
bookstores, for a period of 3 months (one quarter). The cost of this placement is $475, 
which is due as a down payment with the submission of this form. Payment in full is due 
before book is placed in stores. If author chooses "Book Club Only Placement" then 
DartFrog will not place book into stores and the information in this section 
(BOOKSTORE PLACEMENT) and the following section (ADDITIONAL 
BOOKSTORE PLACEMENT) is not applicable.  
 
If book is not already available through Ingram, author must make the book available 
through Ingram before DartFrog can place book in stores. Author must set the Ingram 
wholesale discount to 53% and make the book available for returns. Books with a 
discount lower than 53% or which are not able to be returned will prevent bookstores 
from placing orders after the first copy sells. 
 
DartFrog takes zero percentage of income from bookstore sales. DartFrog’s placement of 
book into bookstores in no way infringes upon or changes any pre-existing distribution 
agreements author may have or the income percentages author will earn from those 
agreements.  
 
Author will provide DartFrog with a minimum of 20 copies of book. These copies are 
given gratis to the bookstores (author will not earn a royalty from these copies if sold). 
The bookstore will re-order from Ingram when the initial copy is sold. All additional 
copies, if ordered within the three-month promotional period, will be displayed in the 
DartFrog branded section of the store. If store continues to stock a title after the 
promotional three-month period, author’s book will be placed in a different, genre-
specific section of the store.  
 
DartFrog is not responsible for, nor involved in the payment of royalties to author from 
bookstore orders. Royalties for bookstore orders are determined by the terms of author’s 
agreement with Ingram.  
 
b) ADDITIONAL BOOKSTORE PLACEMENT: Author can buy additional 
placement in stores beyond the initial 20, in which case author would be responsible for 
providing enough books to cover the placement of one book into each store. Signing up 
for additional placement (and the prices for each level) is available through this Author 
OnBoard Form.  
 
c) MARKETING: Author has the opportunity to participate in DartFrog marketing 
programs. Costs for marketing services are separate.  
 
d) LOGO: If author wants, DartFrog can provide author with a copy of the DartFrog 
logo for use in author’s own print and/or digital marketing.  
 
e) DARTFROG WEBSITE: DartFrog will add book to its website and provide a link to 
the author’s online sales platform on Amazon. Listing on the DartFrog website will 



remain indefinitely, unless author asks for book’s removal or DartFrog deems it 
necessary to sever ties with author for any reason.  
 
f) SALES ON OTHER PLATFORMS: This agreement does not infringe in any way on 
author’s ability to sell book on any and all other digital platforms and/or retail locations 
not served by DartFrog. For sales of book through any such platforms or retail locations, 
DartFrog is not responsible for those accounts, their fulfillment or publisher’s royalty 
income.  
 
g) BOOK CLUBS: DartFrog has exclusive access to 5500+ book clubs through our 
partnership with BookClubz.com. DartFrog selects 3 books per month for promotion 
through the Indie Author Corner on BookClubz.com. Each book stays on their site for 90 
days. Author must indicate a desire to be promoted to book clubs on the Author Onboard 
Form for the book to be considered. Promotion to book clubs is a separate cost that, when 
bundled with bookstore placement, is discounted according to the number of bookstores 
you choose for your book to be placed in.  
 
h.) WEBSITE BANNER: Every DartFrog selected author has the option to buy a full 
page width banner (of author’s book) for placement in a banner scroll on the DartFrog 
website homepage. Placement will be for 3 months, and will be during the period of the 
book's placement in stores. This banner will click thru to the author’s product page on the 
DartFrog website, which includes a full description of the book and a “Buy Now” button 
linked directly to the author’s Amazon page. Cost for banner is $99. If author selects to 
have book placed in all additional stores, banner is included at no extra cost.  
 
i) ADVANCE: Author understands that DartFrog will not pay an advance as part of this 
agreement.  
 
j) ISBN & BARCODE: Every book DartFrog places in a store must have a bookstore 
ready ISBN with barcode on the back cover. If not, author is responsible for acquiring an 
ISBN and including the correct barcode on the back cover.  
 
k) CONVENTIONS: DartFrog may exhibit book at conventions. Author may also be 
invited by DartFrog to schedule a signing appearance at BookCon in New York City.  
 
l) INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION: DartFrog authors have the opportunity to be 
considered for international distribution in India. Selection of this option is found in the 
MARKETING Section of the Author Onboard Form.  
 
m) WAREHOUSING: DartFrog does not warehouse books. Bookstore orders are 
fulfilled by Ingram and individual consumer orders are fulfilled by the 3rd party 
platform(s) on which the author/publisher has made the book available (this includes 
Amazon). If an author’s book is not compatible with POD and is selected by DartFrog, 
we will refer the author to a warehouse/fulfillment company with whom DartFrog has a 
relationship. That company can manage fulfillment of orders from Ingram (bookstores). 
DartFrog charges no fee for this referral and the company to which we refer authors does 



not charge a warehousing fee. 
 
n) TAXES: Author will be responsible for paying author’s own taxes on all related 
income from the sale of book. DartFrog is not responsible for author’s taxes.  
 
o) AUTHOR'S WARRANTY: Author guarantees that book is author’s to sell, and is not 
plagiarized, stolen or already sold to another publisher. This warranty is permanent and 
holds the author responsible for damages and legal fees if these warranty statements are 
proven to be false.  
 
p) COPYRIGHT: Author retains full copyright of all work in author’s name.  
 
q) TERMINATION OF OR CHANGES TO AGREEMENT: Any changes to this 
agreement must be agreed upon in writing by author and DartFrog, at which time the new 
agreement will supersede the former.  
	  


